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Dear Members of the Board of Appeals. 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to respond in detail to the jurisdiction request filed by 

Yochai & Orna Konig (2312 Castro Street) on 7/31/14 against Site Permit 

2013/11/22/2698”S” related to our home at 587 29th Street.  We have openly engaged with 

the requester prior to the filing of the jurisdiction request - via multiple phone calls, emails, 

and a meeting at their home on 6/21/14. Please refer to Appendix 1 containing our email 

communication with the requester.  Similarly to the requesters, my wife and I have lived in 

Noe Valley for the past 9 years. 

 

The Konig’s have raised several issues: 

1. Our project would “directly impact the line of sight from (their) front living room.” 

• The requester stated multiple times - over the phone and in person - that they do 

not want their view of the Bay to be impacted and that they understand that views 

are not protected. Please note that in all of our correspondence and our meeting, 

the requester never raised any other concerns other than the preservation of their 

views.  All other issues were developed solely for their Jurisdiction Request.  

• Not only are their distant views not protected in the City, but as shown in Appendix 

2, the impact of our project to the requester’s existing views over Noe Valley is 

miniscule.  They have only filed this procedure because they feel entitled to protect 

a sliver of Bay view between a tree branch and our roof. 

2. Our project would “not comply with San Francisco’s Design Review Guidelines 
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regarding buildings in mid-block and related rear yard open space.” 

• Our project has been thoroughly vetted to meet all aspects of the Residential 

Design Guidelines, the Residential Design Team (RDT) review process, and our 

adjacent neighbor’s concerns.   

• To argue that this project does not meet the Residential Design Guidelines simply 

flies in the face of reality.  Not only is it far below what Zoning would allow for the 

site, but also it is a direct reflection of the requirements placed on us by the RDT, 

the governmental body charged with interpreting all aspects of these guidelines.  

• The claim that the requester’s access to the mid-block open space (referred to as 

‘green belt’ in the jurisdiction request) will be affected by the project is equally 

frivolous. The requester's house is two streets across from our block as Castro 

Street and Day Street run virtually parallel at this block. 

o The concept of the visibility into the ‘Mid-block Open Space’ applies to 

one's own block and doesn't ensure visibility into open space of 

neighboring blocks. 

o Even so, the project does not affect their ability to look into the open 

space of the block across from their living room window. (Please refer 

to Appendix 2 clearly showing that their view of the ‘open or green 

space’ is unobstructed by the project.) 

o In fact, the dense trees in front of the requester’s windows (between 

Day and Castro street) and not the project obstruct virtually all visibility 

the requester has into the open space (or ‘green belt’) of the block 

opposite to theirs. 
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• The requester’s statement that we are extending our building ‘into the backyard 

open space over 25 additional feet’ is incorrect. We are extending our building by 21 

feet and are still complying with the ‘basic rear yard requirement of 45%’. 

We have gone through great lengths to accommodate neighbor concerns at every stage of 

our project. In fact, we have the support of our neighbors not only because we are 

ensuring that the house stays within the context of the block and the neighborhood but 

also because we are staying well within the allowable building height of 40 feet - we’ll be at 

approx. 27 feet. Please refer to Appendix 3. 

 

3. The requester argues that they deserve to have received notification of the 

project from the Planning Department because they can look into our backyard 

open space. 

• Please note that the requestor is NOT claiming that there was any procedural issue 

with our permit review or notification process, only that they wished that the City’s 

rules were written differently.  

• We believe that the requestor has not been able to show that ‘the City intentionally 

or inadvertently caused the requester to be late in filing of the appeal’. 

 

We are respectfully asking the board to deny the jurisdiction request. Thank you for your 

time and the opportunity to state our point of view. 

 

Joerg Schumann + Sara Roberts 

587 29th Street, SF, CA 94131 


